Towards clinically translatable NIR fluorescence molecular guidance for colonoscopy
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Abstract: White-light surveillance colonoscopy is the standard of care for the detection and removal of premalignant lesions to prevent colorectal cancer, and the main screening recommendation following treatment for recurrence detection. However, it lacks sufficient diagnostic yield, exhibits unacceptable adenoma miss-rates and is not capable of revealing functional and morphological information of the detected lesions. Fluorescence molecular guidance in the near-infrared (NIR) is expected to have outstanding relevance regarding early lesion detection and heterogeneity characterization within and among lesions in these interventional procedures. Thereby, superficial and sub-surface tissue biomarkers can be optimally visualized due to a minimization of tissue attenuation and autofluorescence by comparison with the visible, which simultaneously enhance tissue penetration and assure minimal background. At present, this potential is challenged by the difficulty associated with the clinical propagation of disease-specific contrast agents and the absence of a commercially available endoscope that is capable of acquiring wide-field, NIR fluorescence at video-rates. We propose two alternative flexible endoscopic fluorescence imaging methods, each based on a CE certified commercial, clinical grade endoscope, and the employment of an approved monoclonal antibody labeled with a clinically applicable NIR fluorophore. Pre-clinical validation of these two strategies that aim at bridging NIR fluorescence molecular guidance to clinical translation is demonstrated in this study.
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1. Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) remains the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths in the western world and is one of the most prevalent cancer types both in men and women [1]. Along these lines, the main unmet key aspects in surveillance colonoscopy, which is the current standard for the prevention and relapse screening of CRC, are early lesion detection and the identification of the tumor characteristics to determine the optimal treatment for the individual patients diagnosed with the disease. Surveillance colonoscopy procedures rely on macroscopic features such as color or texture fluctuations observed under illumination with white light, which makes the detection of small precursor lesions particularly difficult. Molecular characterization of the detected lesions, which guides the selection of new targeted treatments in oncology [2], is performed in tissue biopsies. These biopsies cannot reveal the heterogeneity of the lesions themselves and between the primary tumor and the adjacent lymph node metastases [3,4]. Consequently, and despite the wide clinical acceptance of white-light colonoscopy, its lack of sensitivity to sub-surface activity and its incapability to elucidate particular physiological and molecular disease features of the detected premalignant lesions result in substantial lesion miss-rates that can be as high as 55% in patients with an inherited predisposition to colon cancer, such as Lynch syndrome [5].

Given this inadequate diagnostic yield, namely the information available for the endoscopists to detect and differentiate lesions, high-resolution endoscopy and filter-based systems have arisen and are commercially available from several manufacturers. These advanced endoscopic methods encompass chromoendoscopy [6], narrow band imaging (NBI) [7], and autofluorescence imaging (AFI) [8]. Chromoendoscopy consists in the topical application of stains or dyes on the colonic mucosa to highlight micro-anatomical changes that remain imperceptible under white-light illumination, but its widespread use has been prevented by limitations such as its elevated time consumption, the lack of standardized classification systems and reproducibility [9]. NBI highlights hemoglobin absorption by restricting illumination to the blue and green areas of the spectrum, thus making diseased tissue appear darker than surrounding healthy mucosa. AFI detects endogenous fluorescent substances such as NADH, FAD and porphyrins [9], without the administration of exogenous fluorescent agents. Both NBI and AFI have proven reasonable sensitivity in the delineation of adenomas from surrounding non-dysplastic tissue, therefore, assisting in lesion removal, but have not improved adenoma detection [10]. These imaging modalities aim at a contrast enhancement to facilitate lesion detection. Although further studies are still required to validate their utility as stand-alone diagnostic methodologies [7], they may be undoubtedly valuable tools when used as part of a multimodal imaging scheme [8]. However, they exploit the optical contrast intrinsic to the tissue and do not confront the lack of information about the
expression of recognized disease biomarkers and the heterogeneity of such expression, which is of paramount importance to guide lesion differentiation and targeted treatment selection.

Given this scenario, there is still an unmet clinical need for an endoscopic imaging modality that can highlight flat precursor lesions, visualize below the surface, and give insight into the biological characteristics of the CRC lesions. Wide field targeted imaging with near-infrared fluorescence [11] appears to be a promising approach for a number of reasons. First, wide-field imaging is preferable to virtual or optical biopsy as achieved for example by confocal endomicroscopy [12], which still relies first on white-light colonoscopy for the identification of suspicious areas and it is not suited for screening large surfaces [9]. Therefore, the real clinical need, which lies in the identification at first sight and over a large area of the bowel wall of those tissue locations that require a closer look, is not solved. Secondly, the employment of NIR fluorescent agents with targeting specificity to cancer moieties simultaneously allows for the heterogeneous visualization of specific tissue biomarkers, overcomes the limitations of color imaging regarding sub-surface visualization since light tissue penetration is increased, and maximizes lesion-to-background ratio since tissue autofluorescence is reduced with respect to the visible. Thereby, substantially more information for elucidating a personalized targeted treatment is gained.

Widespread clinical use of targeted imaging with near-infrared fluorescence in colonoscopy has been, however, limited by both technological and translational hurdles. The successful development and approval of novel contrast agents is a time and cost intensive process. Prior to toxicity and efficacy studies of the agent, promising targets need to be identified through the histological characterization with respect to marker overexpression, histomorphological and molecular heterogeneity of excised adenoma and CRC lesions. We prioritize here the reduction of the risk in clinical translation and use an approved monoclonal antibody, like trastuzumab targeting epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2), and clinically applicable NIR fluorophores, like IRDye 800CW, as suggested in [13]. These are not FDA approved, but are currently being used clinically in Europe (ClinicalTrials.gov number, NCT01508572). Recently, we validated the NIR fluorescent tracer trastuzumab-800CW in an animal study [14]. Although the data on HER2 expression in colorectal cancer are still ambiguous due to differences in staining/scoring techniques, further confirmation of the pathophysiological role of cytoplasmic HER2 would create a new treatment option for about 360,000 patients a year, a clear breakthrough in the treatment of colorectal cancer [15]. This molecular characterization would allow immediate patient selection, and in the case of tumor heterogeneity can potentially be used for follow-up of targeted therapy [16]. Consequently, we are putting the ease of the pathway from the bench to the clinic in a higher order of importance than the outperformance of the targeting efficacy and the biomarker expression.

Technological challenges mainly arise from the fact that current medical endoscopes are predominantly videoscopes, i.e. they utilize a small CCD chip embedded at the distal tip of the scope that has insufficient sensitivity for acquiring NIR fluorescence images in real-time, especially in microdosing concentrations, which is currently one of the main guidelines to try to overcome regulatory barriers in the clinical propagation of novel (nuclear and optical) imaging agents engineered to be disease-specific [17,18]. In the case of monoclonal antibodies, because of the larger molecular weight, the maximum dose considered is ≤ 30 nanomoles [17]. Liu et al. have proposed an in vivo fluorescence imaging system based on a paediatric urethroscope to confront this issue [19]. Although it provides outstanding imaging resolution and satisfies real-time constraints, it would be more appropriate for percutaneous or intraoperative use since rigid rod lenses cannot be incorporated with the flexible endoscopes that are routinely used in gastrointestinal endoscopy. Accordingly, flexible alternatives have also been suggested. Commercial autofluorescence endoscopes incorporate two separate CCDs at their tip, and a filter that only enables tissue autofluorescence in the 500-630 nm range is placed in front of the CCD that acquires the fluorescence signal.
Sequential color and autofluorescence imaging is achieved alternating white and blue light via a rotating filter in front of the light source [8]. Similarly, the modular video endoscope reported in [20] provides white-light, cross-polarized and fluorescence imaging capabilities via an endoscope cap allocating interchangeable filter modules. Because of the minimal tissue autofluorescence in the NIR and the small quantities of the exogenous contrast agents that are administered to ease the pathway towards clinical translation, this design cannot be redefined for operating in this higher waveband in a straightforward manner. Within the same framework, a scanning approach has been implemented by Lee et al. [21,22]. It exhibits an ultra-compact coaxial-design with an outer diameter of 1.6 mm, which allows it to be guided through the working channel of routine endoscopes [21]. A single optical fiber is vibrated laterally using a custom tubular piezoelectric actuator and scans the image plane in an outwardly growing spiral pattern (frame rates of 30 and 15 Hz for 500 or 1000 line images, respectively). Additionally, both confocal and non-confocal collection methods are supported [21]. In the non-confocal geometry the backscattered light is collected by a ring of high numerical aperture (NA) multimode fibers that surround the fiber scanner, whose location, size and number determine the collection efficiency. The latest development of this scanning endoscope incorporates 12 step-index plastic optical fibers with a NA of 0.63 and outer diameter of 250 µm [22], yet the attained sensitivity was insufficient to image fluorophore concentrations below 1 µM. Bearing in mind the abovementioned limitation imposed by microdosing administration, more sensitive detection is required. At the expense of the image resolution, two alternative approaches using coherent fiber-optic bundles are proposed and characterized here. Both implementations make use of a previously developed camera system comprising a color camera and an electron multiplying charge couple device (EMCCD) camera for concurrent white-light and NIR fluorescence acquisition [23]. The diffuse nature and lack of anatomical landmark appearance of NIR fluorescence images makes orientation challenging for the physician. Simultaneous acquisition and co-registration of color and fluorescence image, as opposed to solutions that switch between acquisition modes, provides an easy and natural guidance that directly relates biomarker expression to the visual appearance itself.

In this study, we present an adaptation of a clinical grade gastrointestinal fiberscope for simultaneous, video-rate, color and NIR fluorescence imaging, as well as a miniaturized alternative that can be integrated with conventional medical videocolonoscopes. Both imaging platforms are compared for endoscopic use in terms of their attenuation in the NIR range, resolution and detection limit. In addition, the technique for in vivo characterization of the molecular characteristics of CRC lesions is pre-clinically validated.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Imaging platforms for fluorescence-guided colonoscopy

2.1.1 Wide-field, concurrent, video-rate color and NIR fluorescence flexible endoscopy

We have initially considered a fiberscope (GIF-XQ20, Olympus, Center Valley, US-PA) to replace the common objective that was previously shared by the color and fluorescence camera in the imaging system as employed in the first clinical translation of targeted fluorescence to provide information on surgical markers [24]. The fiberscope optically transmits the images through a coherent fiber-optic bundle and is connected via a mechanical and focusing adapter to the camera system. A multi-branched fiber-optic bundle (SEDI-ATI Fibres Optiques, Courcouronnes, France) simultaneously couples white-light illumination (KI-2500 LCD, Schott AG, Mainz, Germany) and fluorescence excitation (BWF2-750-0, B&W Tek, Newark, US-DE) into the illumination port of the endoscope. The multi-branched end of the bundle consists of 4 branches (one terminated in a mechanical ferrule adapted to our white-light source and 3 with SMA connectors). Independent illumination and imaging channels are particularly suitable since background signal from the autofluorescence of the
imaging bundle is prevented [25]. Additional filters are allocated in the light path to assure that the fluorescence and white-reflectance measurements are restricted to the wavebands of interest. A more detailed description about image transfer, co-registration and display to the practitioner can be found in a previous publication [23].

2.1.2 Miniature flexible fluorescence endoscope

The replacement of the videoendoscopes that are routinely used in the clinics nowadays by the previous fiberscope to realize the acquisition of fluorescence images at video-rate induces a significant resolution loss in the color videos, i.e. it impedes normal clinical workflow. In light of this, an alternative implementation mainly consisting of a semi-disposable, coherent imaging bundle that is long and thin enough to be inserted through the accessory channels of routine videocolonoscopy is proposed, as suggested by Funovics et al. for shorter working lengths [26]. To satisfy our requirements regarding the number of pixel elements, the field of view, working length and distal diameter, we considered the employment of a miniaturized fiberscope (SpyGlass Direct Visualization Probe, Boston Scientific, Marlborough, US-MA) that is used routinely in cholangiopancreatoscopy, which consists in the endoscopic exploration of the biliary and pancreatic ducts utilizing a miniature endoscope or cholangioscope [27]. The latter is during the exploration routed through the working channel of a therapeutic endoscope, which is sufficiently large to accommodate it, an approach dubbed mother-daughter technique. The probe consists of a 6,000 pixel image bundle surrounded by approximately 225 light transmission fibers that cover the coherent bundle as an outer sheath (similarly two channels for fiber autofluorescence minimization purposes). It has maximal diameter of 0.9 mm, a working length of 231 cm and includes a lens at the distal tip of the imaging bundle that allows image capture across a 70° field of view. Consequently, its wide field of view and reduced diameter facilitate its employment as the babyscope for fluorescence acquisition in a mother-daughter system where a conventional videocolonoscopy acts as the mother scope. Table 1 summarizes the technical features of the miniature endoscope by comparison with the fiberscope employed in the endoscopic imaging alternative suggested in the previous section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Technical specifications of the two clinical grade scopes employed in the wide-field, concurrent, video-rate color and NIR fluorescence imaging platform for flexible endoscopy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal diameter (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory channel (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of field (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working length (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angulation (Up/down)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Left/right)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field of view (air)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of picture elements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As described in detail in our previous publication [23], the camera system uses two different cameras operating in parallel. Color videos are recorded using a Pixelfly qe, PCO AG (Kelheim, Germany), with a resolution of 1.3MPixel and a pixel size of 6.45 x 6.45 µm, while the camera dedicated to fluorescence video acquisition (Andor, DU-897, Andor Technology, Belfast, Northern Ireland) has 512 x 512 active pixels with a corresponding size of 16 x 16 µm. In a like manner to custom developments used by others in fluorescence confocal microscopy [28] and microendoscopy [29,30], a custom developed zoom system was designed for magnifying the image of the proximal end of the imaging bundle to fill the dimensions of the fluorescence camera sensor. This camera choice was based on the main interest in the easy and quick characterization of the molecular characteristics of the lesions.
over large fields of view using targeted fluorescent agents, while the color images would only be used to provide accurate localization and superimposition on the high resolution images from the conventional videoscope. This offers the additional advantage of ease of adaptation between intraoperative and gastrointestinal endoscopy environments, since any required modification of the earlier intraoperative version of the system is accomplished in front of the beamsplitter that separates the two image components. The zoom system is based on an infinity optical microscope design and it consists of a 40x / 0.75 NA infinity-corrected objective lens (Olympus) and an achromatic doublet with NIR AR coating to minimize the reflectivity at the fluorescence emission wavelength (AC254-100-B, Thorlabs, Newton, US-NJ). The appropriate focal length of the lens was selected to achieve a combined magnification of the objective and the lens that maximizes the area of the fiber image on the fluorescence CCD. Mechanical adapters, positioners and supports were used as needed to assure a comfortable and stable use in the endoscopy suite, while combined white-light and laser illumination is similarly provided through the multimodal light guide. In the employment in the endoscopy suite an additional shortpass filter (e.g. ET700SP, Chroma Technology, Rockingham, US-VT) would need to be placed in the white-light source of the videendoscope to minimize tissue reflectance at the wavelengths in the range of the emission waveband to enter the fluorescence detection path. Composite Fig. 1 schematizes and compares the proposed alternatives for wide-field, video-rate, concurrent white-light and NIR fluorescence imaging in flexible endoscopy.

2.1.3 Attenuation in the fluorescence excitation path

The proposed imaging platforms for NIR fluorescence guidance in surveillance colonoscopy are based on clinical grade fiberscopes that are employed in white-light endoscopy of the gastrointestinal tract and the biliary and pancreatic ducts, respectively. Consequently, it is expected that their transmittance is not optimized in the NIR region of the spectrum. The illumination power at the tip of both endoscopes, as well as after the multi-branched fiber-optic bundle, was measured with a power meter, as an estimation of their attenuation in this waveband, and to confirm their capability to operate with NIR fluorescent probes.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the two imaging platforms proposed for NIR fluorescence guidance in surveillance colonoscopy; (a) shows the adaption of the clinical grade gastrointestinal fiberscope, while the alternative based on the semi-disposable imaging fiber bundle that can be integrated with conventional videocolonoscopes is shown in (b).
2.1.4 Optical resolution measurements

The resolution of the endoscopic system was examined in the fluorescence channel to determine the minimum size of identifiable lesions. Because of the geometrical constraints of the endoscopic environment, i.e. epi-illumination and detection geometries, cross-sectional imaging is not possible. Subsequently, only the lateral resolution is characterized. To this aim the different pattern groups in a 1951 United States Air Force resolution target (USAF 1951, NT53-714, Edmund Optics, Barrington, US-NJ) were imaged. The points of the contrast transfer function (CTF) were obtained employing the Michelson contrast formula that is commonly used for patterns as the USAF 1951 and defines the contrast as the quotient between the difference and the sum of the maximum and minimum gray values of adjacent line patterns.

2.1.5 Sensitivity characterization

In order to determine the system’s sensitivity under typical operating conditions in the endoscopy suite and to demonstrate its capability to provide the physician with immediate feedback about the molecular characteristics of the lesions, a dilution series of IRDye 800CW (Li-Cor Biosciences, Lincoln, US-NE) phantoms was measured. Each subsequent phantom consisted of a halved concentration of the tracer labeling dissolved in phosphate buffered saline (PBS), with a total volume of 2 ml and initial concentrations of 0.20 µM and 1.70 µM, for the implementations based on the fiberscope and the reusable probe, respectively. The dilutions were contained in a black cylinder with a diameter of 2.54 cm and a depth of 1.27 cm, which translates to a sample thickness of 3.95 mm. Additionally, a control phantom of the same dimensions and containing only PBS was measured. The phantoms were imaged through the designed implementations at a working distance of 1 cm. Video-rate imaging at a frame-rate of 10 fps was performed by setting the fluorescence camera’s exposure time to 100 ms. The acquisition parameters remained constant over the measurement series for easy comparison of signal intensities between phantoms. A region of interest (ROI) representing an active volume of about 8 µL was selected for each measurement. The phantom concentrations correspond to an amount ranging from 1.60 pmol to 3.32 fmol and 13.60 pmol and 26.56 fmol in the active volume for the fiberscope and the reusable probe, respectively. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a fluorescence measurement was calculated as:

\[ SNR_{\text{dB}} = 20 \log \left( \frac{S}{\text{RMSN}} \right) \]  

(1)

Thereby S is the mean signal intensity in the ROI, while RMSN is the root-mean-square noise of the control image. We defined the detection limit as the concentration where the signal is three times higher than the noise, which corresponds to an SNR of 9.5 dB.

2.2 Human colon cancer xenografts

Three male athymic nude mice (Harlan, Horst, The Netherlands), 16-20 weeks old, were subcutaneously inoculated with human colon tumor cell lines HCT116\textsuperscript{bac} (Caliper Life Sciences, Hopkinton, US-MA). Growth of the tumors was monitored by measuring their diameter with a digital caliper, while stable transfection of the cell lines with the firefly gene luciferase also allowed for screening by luminescence imaging of the mice using an IVIS Spectrum (Caliper Life Sciences). HER2 positive expression of the cell surface was confirmed using fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS). The antibody against HER2, namely trastuzumab (Herceptin®; F. Hoffmann-La Roche, Basel, Switzerland) was labeled with the NIR dye IRDye 800-CW as previously described [14], and intravenously administrated via the penile vein on the fourth week, when tumors measured approximately 6-15 mm in diameter. All experiments were performed using general anesthesia (2.5%
isoflurane in oxygen 0.4 L/min), approved by the animal welfare committee of the University of Groningen and carried out in accordance with the Dutch Animal Welfare Act of 1997.

2.3 Imaging data statistical analysis

Endoscopic explorations are performed in epi-illumination and detection geometry. Consequently, the fluorescence intensity measured by the proposed imaging platforms is modulated by the tissue optical properties and the depth of the recorded activity, and does not directly report the underlying agent concentration. Although correction techniques that aim at the compensation of the effects of absorption and scattering in tissue to quantify the absolute fluorophore concentration are emerging [31,32], an overall solution to this challenge is still pending. In light of this, the tumor-to-background ratio (TBR) for the labeled antibody is estimated as the quotient of the average fluorescence intensities in the segmented lesion and a ring region-of-interest (ROI) adjacent to the tumor. Because of the fluorescence signal being diffused to the surrounding areas as a result from scattering, this approach might result in estimated TBRs being significantly smaller than if a non-tumorous region away from the lesion was selected. It tries, however, to minimize the variation of the tissue optical properties between selected areas.

3. Results

3.1 Performance of the endoscopic imaging platforms

3.1.1 Illumination power for fluorescence excitation

While the maximum output power of the continuous wave laser diode employed in fluorescence excitation is 300 mW, a transmitted power of 243 mW at 750 nm was measured after the multi-branched randomized fiber bundle that is employed for simultaneous coupling of white-light illumination and fluorescence excitation into the illumination port of the fiberscopes. Illumination powers measured at the tip of the double channel fiber-optic bundles were 45 and 21 mW, respectively. This corresponds to a maximum attenuation of approximately 10.6 dB for the miniature endoscope and 7.3 dB for the adapted fiberscope for gastrointestinal endoscopy.

3.1.2 Lateral resolution characterization

The CTF was determined from images of the USAF 1951 bar groups taken with the proposed endoscopic imaging platforms, as shown in Fig. 2 (dots). The modulus of the CTF was linearly fitted (solid line), and the line pairs corresponding to a contrast of 26.4%, applying the Rayleigh criterion, were determined to be 5 and 2 lp/mm for the clinical grade fiberscope and the miniature cholangioscope, respectively. By taking the half-width between two line pairs, it was determined that features with corresponding dimensions of 100 and 250 µm could be resolved, demonstrating sufficient resolution for small lesion identification. As expected from the number of picture elements, resolution is considerably higher for the fiberscope GIF-XQ20, but this gain in the resolution with respect to the miniature cholangioscope that can be inserted to the accessory channel is obtained at the expense of no high resolution image available for white-light illumination.
3.1.3 Sensitivity

The signal-to-noise ratio was calculated for the dilution series of IRDye 800CW, as shown in Fig. 3 for the two fiberendoscopes (dots). As expected the image quality decreases approximately linearly with the concentration. From the regression line (solid), the detection limit of 9.5 dB was calculated to lie at concentrations of 5.97 nM and 23.11 nM, which equal amounts of 47.79 fmol and 0.18 pmol in the active volume of about 8 µL, corresponding to the selected ROI with an optical thickness of approximately 3.95 mm. The fiberscope with larger diameter and better image resolution also achieves higher sensitivity. Reported detection limits that still satisfy video-rate imaging constraints are attained through the employment of an imaging fiber bundle to relay the fluorescence images to a highly sensitive sensor module, and are expected to surpass detection capabilities of videoscopes for fluorescence imaging in the NIR, given the current state of the art CCD chips on the tip of the flexible scopes. The determined detection limits mainly represent a characteristic of the imaging setup. However, bearing in mind the previously determined tumor uptakes [14], these sensitivities are expected to be sufficient for detecting small lesions. Moreover, no significant detriment is expected to occur when imaging in tissue, since fluorescence imaging is performed in the NIR range, where influence from tissue attenuation is minimized with respect to the visible. Yet, further improvement in the detection limit could be achieved coupling additional excitation to the presently unused SMA branches of the multimodal illumination bundle.

Fig. 2. (a) Detail of the USAF 1951 resolution target image. Contrast transfer functions obtained by determining the specific contrast produced by bar group patterns of various spatial frequencies taken by the endoscopic imaging platforms based on a clinical grade fiberscope (b) and on the miniature cholangioscope (c).
3.2 In vivo NIR fluorescence imaging

Representative images of the in vivo testing of the sensitivity of the proposed NIR fluorescence endoscopes are presented in Fig. 4. The shown images correspond to a subcutaneous colonic tumor created by inoculating human colon carcinoma cells in the left dorsal flank of the mouse. The mouse was intravenously administered with the targeted contrast agent 48 hours prior to the examination. Color and NIR fluorescence epi-illumination images were obtained with the adapted gastrointestinal endoscope (Fig. 4(a) and 4(b)) and the miniature cholangioscope (Fig. 4(d) and 4(e)) placed above the mouse. The mouse is in turn placed on a 1 cm x 1 cm grid to have an estimation of the tumor size. Gaussian filtering was applied to mitigate the visualization of the honeycomb pattern typical of fiberscopes and originating from the claddings around each fiber within the coherent imaging bundle. Coregistered color and fluorescence images are displayed both independently and superimposed (Fig. 4(c) and 4(f)) to the user by the custom designed software, while histological confirmation was performed post-mortem on tissue slides preserved from the tumor, as well as from control organs (Fig. 4(g) and Fig. 4(h)). The fluorescence images in Fig. 4(d) and 4(e) are first thresholded and then fluorescence intensities over the threshold are preserved to generate a pseudo-color overlay that is superimposed on the color images via alpha blending. Thereby, the composite images in Fig. 4(c) and 4(f) are generated. Comparison of the top and middle horizontal panels in Fig. 4 evidences the limitations of the alternative designed to be inserted through the accessory channel of conventional videoscopes, mainly regarding its low resolution, as expected from the restricted number of individual fibers that compose the coherent bundle, and its restricted depth of field. The observed fluorescence signal, which is elevated even through the skin, also suggests that its sensitivity, however, is sufficient.
In clinical endoscopy the endoscope is first introduced towards the proximal end of the colon, the cecum, and then imaging is performed while extracting the endoscope backwards. In this situation the section of the colon lumen that needs to be imaged at every instant has approximately a cylindrical shape with a diameter between 2.5 – 4 cm (depending on insufflation) and a depth of 4 – 5 cm from the tip of the endoscope. Figure 5 demonstrates the capability of the proposed approach for the minimally invasive visualization of the HER2 expression in the lesions present in this cylindrical imaged section of the colon for future human clinical studies. The adapted fiberscope for gastrointestinal endoscopy was again placed above the mouse at approximate distances of 2, 4 and 6 cm. It is important to note here the sharpness of the margins between the subcutaneous lesion and the surrounding areas, which showcases the preferential accumulation in the lesions of the targeted agent. The average TBR measured from the segmented subcutaneous lesions to the surrounding ring ROIs was $2.69 \pm 0.27$. 

Fig. 4. Comparison of the visualization of a subcutaneous tumor with the proposed imaging platforms; Color images under white-light illumination, fluorescence and color with superimposed fluorescence acquired with the adapted fiberscope for gastrointestinal endoscopy (a) to (c)) and the miniature cholangioscope ((d) to (f)); (g) H&E stained tissue slide preserved from the subcutaneous tumor, Scale bar 1 mm (h) Detail of H&E staining (20x); Scale bar 50 µm.

(Received 14 Jun 2013; revised 19 Sep 2013; accepted 11 Oct 2013; published 4 Dec 2013)
Fig. 5. Representative images that showcase the characterization of the HER2 expression in the inoculated subcutaneous tumor in 2-6 cm upfront in the bowel with an insufflation-dependent diameter; color images ((a), (d), and (g)), fluorescence ((b), (e), and (h)), and color with superimposed fluorescence ((c), (f), and (i)) were acquired with the adapted fiberscope for gastrointestinal endoscopy at 2, 4 and 6 cm distances, respectively; (j) H&E stained tissue slide preserved from the subcutaneous tumor; Scale bar 1 mm; (k) Detail of H&E staining (20x); Scale bar 50 µm.

4. Discussion and conclusions

Fluorescence molecular guidance in NIR is expected to have outstanding relevance regarding early lesion detection and revealing functional and morphological information of the detected lesions, thereby improving the diagnostic yield of surveillance colonoscopy and identifying the optimal treatment for the diagnosed patient. However, these clinical potentialities are currently prevented by the regulatory difficulties in the clinical propagation of disease-specific fluorescent agents and the lack of a commercially available flexible endoscope that is capable of acquiring simultaneous color and NIR fluorescence images at video-rates. In this study we have confronted both challenges to bridge NIR fluorescence molecular guidance to clinical translation by a straightforward development of a technological platform and by the employment of a contrast agent based on an approved monoclonal antibody for therapy.

Regarding the minimization of the translational risk with respect to new chemical entities that have never been administered to humans, an optical agent based on a clinically approved...
drug that targets a therapeutically relevant carcinoma-related biomarker, namely trastuzumab targeting HER2 was used. Specificity of binding of the labeled drug was demonstrated in subcutaneous murine tumor models and an average TBR in the NIR fluorescence channel of approximately 3 was found even when the ROI for the background was selected adjacent to the segmented lesions. The employment of an antibody targeting disease-associated human biomarkers, which is intended to enable the pathway to clinical translation in colonoscopy of the technique, prevents, however, its demonstration in an animal model of colon cancer. Future research includes the investigation of alternative mouse models, such as modified peritoneal, orthotopic and genetic tumor models to allow their visualization from inside the colon lumen. Furthermore, and although the study was focused on the visualization of biomarker expression for the identification of optimal treatments, a red-flag technique that facilitates the detection of small and precursor lesions could be based on an identical methodology, provided that alternative contrast agents targeting established biomarkers that are overexpressed in colorectal adenomas, such as bevacizumab targeting vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) [33], were used. Systemically administered agents may offer better lesion targeting within the entire field of view, as well as avoid spraying inhomogeneity, and provide better access to deeper seated lesions by comparison with topically sprayed fluorescent agents that are also considered as an alternative approach to reduce the translational risk for new agents. Although challenged by the difficulties in the regulatory process, it is expected that these agents benefit from the experience in nuclear medicine [34] and, thereby, are expected to find a pathway to clinical translation (ClinicalTrials.gov number, NCT01508572).

In addition, we proposed and characterized two alternative approaches to confront the insufficient sensitivity in the NIR of routine videendoscopes. Both endoscopic imaging platforms consist in the adaptation of a gastrointestinal fiberscope and a miniature fiber-optic probe that is used in white-light endoscopy of the biliary and pancreatic ducts, respectively, for compatibility with a previously developed camera system for concurrent white-light and fluorescence acquisition. The employment of clinical grade fiberscopes to relay the fluorescence images to a more sensitive sensor module is advantageous for two reasons. First, sensitivity requirements for contrast agent visualization at microdosing administration are satisfied. Thereby, the incapability of current clinical wide-field endoscopic technologies to provide information about the expression of specific disease-associated biomarkers to guide targeted treatment selection is confronted. Based on the results from the resolution and sensitivity characterization studies, the approach would also provide a great asset for aiding in the detection of lesions that are currently easily missed in clinical endoscopy. These are protruding lesions of sizes in the order of several millimeters and flat lesions that, in spite of being sometimes as large as up to 1 cm, remain imperceptible because of the lack of contrast to the surrounding tissue. Both types of lesions are at least one order of magnitude above the size of the features that can be resolved with the proposed endoscopic imaging platforms and are expected to accumulate large amounts of the contrast agent. Secondly, their CE certification facilitates the approval for use in humans of the imaging platforms, thereby alleviating the risk for demonstrating the potential of targeted NIR fluorescence guidance. The adapted gastrointestinal fiberscope, because of its larger diameter, achieves better illumination, field of view, image resolution and sensitivity. These advantages are, however, attained at the expense of no high-definition images available for the white-light illumination either. The miniature cholangioscope was selected for the second imaging implementation because it is the only clinical grade fiberscope that is long and thin enough to be guided through the accessory channel of a conventional videocolonoscope. The detection limit determined in the characterization stage and the levels of detected fluorescence signals suggest, however, sufficient sensitivity for \textit{in vivo} imaging. Consequently, the approach might be adequate for providing a red-flag lesion detection strategy over a wide-field of view. Additionally, and since at typical operating distances, the power densities corresponding to
the maximum laser output at the distal tip of the endoscopes are below the limits established by the International Commission of Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection [35], further improvement in the detection limit could be achieved, either by coupling additional light sources to the remaining branches of the bifurcated fiber or improving the coupling efficiency of the mechanical connections via conventional optics or light cones or tapers.

The benefits of fluorescence imaging in the NIR have been highlighted in the accomplished preclinical validation, namely deep photon penetration, the enhancement in the tumor-to-background ratio through a minimization of the tissue autofluorescence and its easiness of integration around conventional white-light endoscopy in patient care suites since it does not overlap with normal human or color vision. In spite of this, detected fluorescence intensity, and as a consequence the characterization of the heterogeneity of the biomarker expression, is still affected by light-tissue interaction phenomena and further research is required for precise quantification of the agent uptake. Though, areas with clear positive and negative target expression can be elucidated with this approach. Another limitation is that cross-sectional imaging is not possible and, even if the fluorescence signals can be collected from depths of at least few millimeters, these appear attenuated and mixed with more superficial signals. This implies that the determined molecular information will always be surface-weighted and to address this limitation other novel imaging modalities would need to be incorporated [36].

Altogether we pre-clinically anticipated a wide-field technique based on NIR targeted fluorescence for the detection of precursor lesions of CRC and the determination of the molecular characteristics of the detected lesions. Specific binding of a monoclonal antibody labeled with IRDye 800CW to lesions overexpressing a therapeutically relevant carcinoma-related human biomarker was shown and the sensitivity of the proposed endoscopic imaging platforms was proven to be sufficient for the inspection of 0.72-6 cm upfront in the bowel with an insufflation-dependent diameter, as it is expected for the clinical application. The relevance of this endoscopic imaging modality in surveillance colonoscopy procedures will be explored in a clinical study that will commence shortly (NL-43407.042.113).
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